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Presidents Report
Grant
So here we are running headlong into spring with
only a handful of days remaining before we return
to daylight savings. I for one love the longer
evenings that we get and simply can’t wait for
daylight savings to start. It signals warmer
weather and also means a chance to go flying after
work and get those extra flying hours in during
the week. However there’s still a couple of weeks
to go yet and the weather at present is more aligned with workshop time
than it is with flying.
So what of the flying this month. Well unfortunately we had to make the
call to cancel our float plane event on the 7th of August. The weather
forecast in the early morning plus the satellite and rain radar images didn’t
look too inviting for a pleasant day, so at 8am we pulled the pin. As it
turned out though, the day wasn’t as bad as anticipated and we probably
could have got some flying in. Nonetheless, you make the call and
whatever happens, happens!!
Our other scheduled flying event for the month was back at the field with
a Fun Fly competition on the 14th of August. A handful of pilots ventured
forth and came out to support the flying events and after a slow start we
managed to entertain one another for an hour or so with a couple of easy
tasks. Wayne has written a short report elsewhere, so I will just say from
my point of view it was a fun day that wasn’t too challenging for most.
Coming up this month, our club day will be on Sunday 18th September at
the HMAC Field. The theme for the Day is Glider and Vintage flying, plus
we will also include some Aero Towing as well. We will have a Notam
issued for the day which will allow us some extra height for flying up to
1000ft or so. This means we can chase those thermals for the extra height,
but will need to be very aware of full size aircraft traffic and make sure
we remain well clear of any full size activity (especially the Rescue Heli).
The airspace won’t be restricted to gliders for the day, so feel free to bring
all the normal powered aircraft you might want to fly as well.
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Augusts Club night was centered around foamies. We had a number of
these models brought along and a show and tell followed as we went
around the different examples of aircraft available. Thanks to everyone
that brought a model along.
September’s club night is still a work in progress and as you may or may
not appreciate, it gets harder and harder as time goes on to find subjects
and guest speakers to provide the nights entertainment. If you have ideas
of things you would like to see, hear about or be demonstrated, please let
the committee know so we can work on something for you and everyone
else.
And a pre October club night meeting notice, this will be our annual “Buy,
Sell and Swap” meeting. So now is the time to sort through that stuff
you’ve been wanting to get rid of and bring it along on Oct 12th.
We welcome a new member this month in Tom Phillips who is returning
to the hobby after several years break. Tom originally flew mostly in the
South Island I believe and is a mode 1 flyer, so we look forward to sharing
our skies and time with him. Also returning after a short break from flying
is Stephen Collins, welcome back Stephen.
So that’s all I have to comment about this month, short and sweet for a
change. Please remember that Dave (editor) would love to have more
written content and photos for the newsletter, so please consider adding
your bit sometime soon. And if you are looking for a suggestion, how
about taking a couple of photos of your workshop and projects etc and
sharing that with the readership.
Good flying all and roll on Daylight Savings.
Cheers, Grant.
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THE AEROCLUB BAR
SAVED MY LIFE
Ivan Krippner (Modeller/Pilot)
No, it didn't actually. But I was made aware
of a book of a similar name in which a chap
overheard a conversation at the aero club bar where a pilot found himself
in a less than ideal situation, and what he did to get out of it. Years later
that same chap found himself in a similar situation, at low level, also in a
twin engine aircraft. He applied what he had overheard, and the result
was that he lived to tell the tale, and that got me thinking about it...
The Aero club bar was, and in some places still is a wealth of information,
helpful tip bits, wild stories, hatching plans for the future and valuable
advice given for free. I was given much free advice on my attitude and
choice of flying style, unfortunately I was too engrossed in my own selfimportance to take any of it in. That can happen when immaturity
outweighs ability. No mind, it worked out in the end, and over the years
I have heard and picked up many clever sayings along the way, some are
true, some are not and some are just for a laugh and not to be taken
seriously - you can decide……
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1-" Situational awareness is in most part more important than actual
ability". Even a baby can cross the road, but without situational awareness
the outcome will be poor. Dan Colman said this to me just lately and what
a great way to kick off.
2- "A genius can learn from an idiot, but an idiot can learn from no one"
Which one do you want to be? ITC course Tauranga 2008
3- "Maintain 70 knots" An instructor can only say this so many times to
one student, or in one lifetime before they have to raise an eyebrow.
Instructors,... we know.
4- "Give it the Krippner boost" My cousin Colin was responsible for this
one, it means the moment you purchase anything, it goes straight into the
shed to be oiled, greased, checked and if at all possible be made to go
faster!
5- "Fly the f#@king plane” Aviate, Navigate, Communicate. When push
comes to shove, do what is most important at that time, and if you happen
to be in the air, there is your answer. IK
6- "The moment your wheels leave the ground, you are in an environment
that mother nature does not want you in" Appreciate the wonder, but
respect the situation. Thomas
7- "Do not get below 60mph, do not fly out of balance, and for God's sake
do not do both at low level" Simple but effective advice. While teaching
in Tiger Moths at Wanaka
8- "If you f#@k with weather, it will f#@k with you" Know your limits,
always have a way out. How many search attempts are hampered by poor
weather in vicinity? James
9- "Flight plans, always terminate, never file" effective way of never
going over your SAR time. James
10- "If there's a jerk in the room and you can't see them, look in the mirror"
Self evaluation is an important tool in life. WAC
11- "Act now, think later" Great for getting things done but the outcome
may vary adversely. The boys.
12- "Airspeed is life, altitude is insurance" If you don't have airspeed, you
need to be very high, or very very low. Sharn
13- "Know the rules, so you know the rules you are breaking" And if you
get caught you have no defense. Shane
14- "Aviation rules, like them or hate them you must comply with them"
or obtain an exemption from them. Russell
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15- "if there is any doubt, there is no doubt" If you are unsure if you have
enough height, fuel runway available or airspeed, there is your answer.
Hamish
16- "short cuts, lead to a short life" Was said by the student still sitting in
the aircraft with a bent nose leg after completing his first solo. Robin.
17- "The safest way through a minefield, is by using the footsteps ahead
of you." And when the footsteps stop, you stop, and proceed with caution.
Col. Hogan
18- "When something goes wrong, ask yourself, what was the last thing I
touched" Human factors 101. Les
19- " If you don't fly the plane, it will fly itself, and news flash, it doesn't
know how to fly" If you do nothing, do not expect the situation to improve.
IK
20- "The definition of insanity, is doing the same thing and expecting a
different result" If it didn't work last time, or the last five times before
that, chances are it won't work this time either. IK
21- "You are either that good or that lucky" Well after 30 years you haven't
killed yourself, so you can't be that lucky. Cosmo
22- "Their stick is bigger than your stick, how long would you like them
to hit you with it"? Advice given to me while dealing with a government
department. Rodger
23- "If the student hasn't learnt, then the teacher hasn't taught" You can
tell, or talk at someone until you’re blue in the face, but it doesn't mean
they understand or have listened to you. ITC course 2008
24- "you can put your shoes in the oven, but it doesn't make it a cake" Just
because someone is where they are doesn't mean they can do what they
have to do. Unknown.
25- "Put the plane, where it needs to be, at the time it needs to be there"
You are the pilot, make it happen. IK
26- "You're a stunt man?" - "No, I am a calculated risk taker" As are we
all, every day, it's just that some people have done more calculations than
others. IK
27- "The aeroplane will not damage itself bar an act of God, unless we
interact with it." Thus, proving the importance of human factors. Peter
28- "Sometimes the way forward, is the way back." Anyone that has
worked on an engine that requires dismantling half of it to fix a simple
job will understand. The Labyrinth.
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29- "You own a plane, you must be rich, no I own a plane, I used to be
rich" Double time and double cost and you are in the right ballpark.
Unknown.
30- "Keep your eyes outside the aircraft 90% of the time, most of what's
on the dash is to impress the girls/boys anyway." For the best part, what
is inside the cockpit will not kill you, what is outside just may. Unknown.
31- "If you find yourself in a hole, dig up dummy, and dig fast!"
Sometimes you have to think fast and think right. Chief Wiggam
32- "If the landing is not going well - 'F.T.B' - Firewall the Bitch! Sort
yourself out, go round and try again." If you do it right, you may get to
fly another day. IK
33- "Tell me good news, tell me bad news, but don't tell me bullshit!" The
truth can run naked down the street, but a lie must be covered up. Malcolm
34- "It doesn't matter where you go, as long as you come back" live every
day as if it is your last, and live forever. Alex
35- “Suppress the ego, obey the rules.”. inside every responsible pilot is a
little boys or girl that just wants to have fun. Nikki
36- “What’s done is done, what happens now make the difference.” We
cannot change the past, but we can have a positive impact on the future.
IK
37- “When your head is buried in the sand, it’s easy to get butt burgled.”
Open eyes, open ears, and open mind. Unknown
38- “If someone tells you he knows everything, avoid them, they’re an
idiot.” The more I know, the more I realise how much I don’t know. Hans
39- “Better people than you, have been killed doing easier things as you
are doing” Experience, you can earn it or learn it, but you can’t borrow it.
Heard on the international airshow circuit.
40- “If you do dumb things, then dumb things will happen.” For every
action, there is an equal and opposite reaction. Issac
41- “The more time you spend in the bar, the greater chance of getting in
a bar fight.” If you intend to do something a lot, the more you can expect
the unexpected. Unknown
42- “I love aerobatics, but I’m not dying to do it” A funny expression that
works elsewhere but doesn’t cross over well to flying. Doug
44- “Make the best of a bad situation” EFATO, you are going to “land”,
what you hit doing this is up to you. Peter
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45- “To be old and wise, first you need to be young and stupid” Not always
the case but it does help to bring experience to the teaching table. IK
So there you have it, some the things you hear as a flight instructor over
the years.
Fly safe, fly smart, fly well…. whether its Full Size or a Model
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Aircraft I Dream About— the Plymouth A
– A - 2004
Bruce Pickering
Man has been exploring, or at least attempting to, the skies for a long time.
Of course, there is the legend of Icarus, whose wax wings melted as he
neared the sun. There is also a much more believable story of an English
Benedictine monk, Eilmer of Malmesbury sometime around the year 1005.
Perhaps with too much time on his hands said monk conceived a notion
that he could jump off a tower at the Abbey with wings strapped to his
arms and legs. Today of course, we would simply say: “Well, that’s not
going to work.” But we have the interesting account of someone who must
have heard the story from a parent or older friend.
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William of Malmesbury wrote about it in a book; of Eilmer he said: “He
was a man of good learning for those times; of mature age and in his early
youth had hazarded an attempt of singular temerity: he had by some
contrivance fastened to his hands and feet in order that he might fly as
Daedalus (Icarus’ father), and collecting the air, on the summit of a tower,
had flown for a distance of a furlong (200m); but agitated by the violence
of the wind and a current of air, as well as the consciousness of his rash
attempt, he fell and broke both his legs, and was lame ever after. He used
to relate the cause of the failure that he had forgotten to provide himself
with a tail.” I suppose the ‘consciousness of his rash attempt’ must have
rushed upon him as speedily as the ground! March forward through time
to the nineteenth century and we find that Eilmer was not the only one to
try to fly by means of his own ‘contrivance.’

Heinrich Gustav Magnus was born on May 2, 1802 and became a notable
German experimental scientist. One line of research dealt with the
observable fact that is associated with a spinning object moving through
a fluid. He observed that the object is not deflected when it is not spinning;
12

the phenomenon became known as the Magnus effect. We see this effect
used to advantage by ball players who will spin the ball to make it curve
towards its destination. The deflection is explained by the difference in
pressure of the fluid on opposite sides of the spinning object, speed being
a significant contributor to the amount of curve.

Early in the twentieth century Martin Kutta, a German mathematician, and
Nikolai Joukowski, a Russian aerodynamicist, developed the Magnus
effect theory further. The result of their work became known as the KuttaJoukowski theorem. Without getting in too deeply, mainly because I do
not understand most of it, the theorem is used for calculating the lift of an
airfoil, as well as any circular cylinder in a fluid. This last phrase is the
key to the rest of this story. Vertically mounted spinning cylinders have
been used to power ships—they are called Flettner rotors. But what if you
turned the cylinder to the horizontal plane?
In 1910 Butler Ames constructed a machine he called the Aerocycle that
incorporated two rotating horizontal drums powered by an engine.
Although promising, it appears that the device was not used in any
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practical way. As one cynic suggested, “In 1910 aviation was still very
new and Ames could always use the valid excuse that no one knew what
an aeroplane was supposed to look like back then.” Two decades later the
universally accepted form an aircraft should take was widely established.
Nevertheless, three stalwart inventors, identities lost in time, decided that
the aviation world needed an aircraft that used spinning cylinders for their
lift. So the Plymouth A-A-2004 was born—built as a seaplane with
cylinders replacing wings, plus a few extra appendages. Since the Magnus
effect was an observable phenomenon, the revolving cylinders certainly
would create some lift, but would it carry the weight of an aircraft? It is
claimed that the Plymouth A-A-2004 made more than one successful flight
but there is insufficient evidence to support the claim.
The Popular Science Monthly of September 1930 reported: “Spools of
metal two feet thick whirl on spindles to lift a strange new airplane without
wings. The mystery craft, secretly being tested...is reported to have made
short flights over Long Island Sound. Its three inventors [claim] their allmetal ‘rotor airplane’ can lift ten times the load of any other plane of equal
weight...They call it speedier than existing types, and because of its
smaller span, more economical to house. Two motors drive it. A standard
airplane engine and its three bladed propeller pull the wingless craft
forward. Meanwhile an auxiliary motor whirls the three spool-like
cylinders.”
Despite the glowing claim, the Plymouth A-A-2004 was dead in the water.
Much of its details, including the names of its inventors, are lost. One
compelling reason for its demise must not have occurred to them at the
time—what happens if the cylinders stop spinning? Well, we know what
would happen, the Magnus effect would be overcome by the Gravity
effect. The resulting plummet out of the sky would be spectacular.
So, what about a model of the AA2004? Built as a display item, sitting on
the mantel piece, it surely would make a fascinating topic of conversation,
but a radio-controlled version? A nonstarter, I’m afraid, even for the most
adventurous builder.
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Onwards and Upwards
Bryce
The last two months have been very interesting. I have had the hankering
for a larger plane for some time now. Just, I am finding my foamies are
not quite doing it for me anymore. And the ‘big boys’ are flying these
larger models that I can’t keep up with. So…
Occasionally searching the internet, I’ve been browsing models in the 2
to 3m wingspan range. And was a tad worried that the 3m version will
push me into the large model category for which I am not qualified. 2.5m
sounds good. I have 1.3m in foam and they just look small now. Yes, they
used to look big.
The Tauranga Auction this year had a large Black horse Stuka, but not
realising just what it was worth, I set my limit too low and missed out.
Gutted. Came home empty handed. Thanks for the lift Gordon.
Back to the internet for planes in NZ. For some reason I like the twin
engines. Maybe a BF110 v3? But it is a foamy, no challenge… next… VQ
model Japanese dive bomber… maybe…
Then, I find on Trade Me a 2.3m wide Lockhead P-38 Lightning. Ow nice.
Me like… Square bottom fuselage, so
not quite scale, partially assembled
and never flow. Of course, my
eyes light up and I snatch it up for
$800 including servos and IC
engines. Just need retracts. Happy
days, and delivered. Amazing.
Ok, rather pleased with myself, I
take her to the field to show the
‘old guard’ (ha ha, had to get that
ribbing in
. Donna says I like
to get even. Yeah, maybe… you
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will see why shortly). Trust Sel to tell it like it is. Doh. “You don’t want
to hear this, but you should put that on the shelf for 12 months and fly
something in between.” A short while later, and a round of agreement
from the powers that be, and it seems I’m not ready. Especially, given the
asymmetric spin these babies produce when one engine fails. Anyone like
tip stalling?
Arhhh… But I want to fly it. It’s cool! I spent $800 bucks. It’s cool, I want
to fly it. Who said boys grow up. It’s an illusion. 5-year old me was upset.
Anyway. I go fly my foamies some more and stew on it. Yes, they are
right. I should take their advice, I don’t know best, and flying a more
challenging in-between model will mean that when I fly the P-38 I am less
likely to crash it.
Resigned to my fate, it’s back to the drawing board. I need a new plane.
So, back on to Trademe every couple of days. Check the Facebook groups
every couple of days. I see some temptations but probably they are duds.
Ex crash models etc.
Then I see it and I am away in Galatea to see the in-laws for the weekend.
A world models 60 series P-51 Mustang, in good flying condition with
new engine. It’s not a foamy. But, it has an electric engine. Sweet, I know
those. $395 buyer must pick up and its only a tiny detour. Bought! Exactly
in the upgrade spot the guys wanted.
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So, for the last two weeks I have been checking the P-51 and testing it at
the field. All sorts of minor issues, but they are in my ability to deal with.

I was
surprised to find, when taxing, that the plane crabbed rapidly sideways.
That was new, looked straight. And it vibrated like a devil. So, more
ground checks, realigned the wing and landing gear, measured everything,
reglued the engine housing, which had vibrated into parts, removed the
spinner and back plate, moved the battery a heap forward to get the COG
right, and now she is ready. In total, about 4kg ply and balsa construction.
I am officially no long a die-hard foamy flyer.
For those of you who heard me rabbiting on about my Tundra until I was
red in the face at club night, it had a we chat with the ground in the
weekend. I was mucking around flying in the cross wind with full flaps
practicing hovering and ferry gliding. Hey, I finally managed to tip stall
the Tundra, first time. Wow. From three meters up, down she went. And
I watched helplessly as the nose exploded. Lesson learnt. The Durafly
Tundra can tip stall. You do have to abuse her a lot, with a high angle of
attack, before she will become unstable enough to do it, even then she
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recovers fast. Now I know what tip stalling looks like close up, and what
the warning signs are for my Tundra. More hot glue (thanks for that pro
tip Denise)
Happy flying everyone.
Bryce

________________________________________________________

A reminder from Frazer:
Competition season is upon us.
First up……IMAC in G Town, 8
and 9 October. This will be a
great weekend to catch up, enjoy
a weekend away with good
company and break out the
jandals.
For further info go to:
www.nzrcaa.co.nz/
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It was a Lazy Bee kind of a day

Stephen and Brian with Brians Lazy Bee (see cover)
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Fun Fly Event at Club Day 14 August
Wayne
This took the form of two tasks, with the points from each added together.
The first task was a spot landing (engine running) on bands laid out across
the strip. The second was flying for exactly 2 minutes without timer or
stopwatch. Three rounds were flown.
Lyle, Gordon Alan and Wayne all flew Flying Aces Sticks, but the other
two entrants had heavy metal - Grant with his 50cc Ugly Stick and Lyndon
a 50cc Shock Cub.
Good fun was had, with these results after the three rounds:
1. Wayne Cartwright
31 + 17 (fly-off)
2. Grant Finlay
31 + 11 (fly-off)
3. Lyle Broadbelt
25
4. Lyndon Perry
24
5. Gordon Meads
22
6. Alan Rowson
21
Due to the tie for first place, the CD (Grant) quickly devised a scheme
for a fly-off. This was a 2 minute flight with spot landing.

A bronze for
Lyle today
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Just in case you missed club night
(It was foamy night)
A good assortment of foam aircraft was present for the evenings show
and tell. Thanks to everyone that participated.

Bryce’s Tundra before he took
the nose off it. (Page 18)
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__________________________________________________________

Welcome back
to HMAC
Stephen.
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Last round of Pylon - May the 14th and
15th 2022
Well it was the first day of the last pylon meeting of the 2021/2023 season.
We flew Q500 & F3R. There was a good turn out of the usual suspects. 6
in Q500 & 5 in F3R. And about the right numbers to run two ups with
timers & people on one. The racing was very close even though there was
a strong southwest cross wind.
It was also good to see Richard having his first go at F3R with one of
Frazers old V-guns. By his fifth flight he was getting down in the groove
(& also a little less throws on elevator).
Sadly after four good fast times with my Speedy 500 on landing on the
last flight I came in short, didn't make the fence line & a big gust of wind
pushed the Speedie down into the smaller gully of death at Airsail, I found
her beside a big rock with the nose taken off, Bugger. She had a good life,
possibly repairable?
Then it was back to Johns D house for a big end if season BBQ. Thanks
to June & Sharon for the catering. Gary did a bang up job on the BBQ,
great patties & sausages.
Tomorrow hopefully we will get some rounds of T & D. There is rain
forecast???
Well day two of the last meeting of the flying season is over.
The weather forecast on AccuWeather was just about right for today, rain
showers till about 9.30 and then a small window of fine weather till about
midday.
We waited and delayed thing till about 10 when the showers disappeared.
But still a strong crosswind. John was happy as this ment shop time for
some.
We got underway with F3T with Les & Len flying together and John
flying by himself. Sadly as Les took off a gust of wind slammed him into
the ground, so he was out. So that ment Len & John flying together. In the
third round as Len was on about lap 4 or 5 the prop shaft give up the ghost
in his Nelson, putting him out.
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John did finish the 10 laps of round three but on landing into a very strong
head wind he came up short where he found his favorite fence post and
ended his day also. So racing in T was over with no one left standing and
some very broken models.
The cross wind was starting to get up and we could see bad weather
coming so it was decided by Les and John to give F3D a miss and save
the very expensive models to next season.
We all packed up and retreated back to Johns workshop for a wrap up and
thank you to all who turned up and helped. The weather by now had turned
to custard.
The results for the weekend are attached.
So that's it for the 2021 2022 pylon season, catch you all in September for
the start of the next racing season.
Looks like the number of flyers are getting more & more as the racing bug
is caught by a few more newbies & oldie racers.
As JD would say, 'Pylon Rocks'
Thanks Antony Wright for the report
Gary Mercer
Scores
F3R
John Danks
Gary Mercer
Len Krook
Antony Wright
Richard Thompson

310.4
344.3
347.7
381.2
610.8

Q500
Ron Stone
Len Krook
Richard Thompson
Dave Coleman
Antony Wright
Graeme Duncan

405.0
415.9
437.6
444.9
466.4
478.2
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And from the Flight Line

Lyndon’s Pattern and Classic Models

James Danby’s F3A Pattern plane alongside Lyle
Broadbelts Aces Stik
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Rex Anderson with his 1936
Miss Fortune X

26
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Above: Many hands
make light
work…..sometimes

Below: Is that a Classic
Pattern plane I spy
Alan?
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Gordon with Wayne and Sel
discussing the many ways to
use those pesky K Mart
foamies
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__________________________________________________________
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From the estate of Laurie Chrystall

To be sold from Laurie Chrystall’s estate, on ‘reasonable offer’ basis. The
suggested prices are thought to be reasonable
Offers can be made to Alan Rowson ph 021 025 93002 or Gordon
Meads 021 1252911

!!!! All Items must go MAKE AN OFFER !!!!

Thermal Thumber vintage, 1930mm
wingspan, Saito 50FS $150 ONO

High-wing trainer, 1670mm wingspan, OS
46L, servos $100 ONO
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Harvard, 1800mm wingspan, Thunder
Tiger 91FS, retracts, servos $250 ONO

Pitts Python, 1070mm wingspan, foam,
electric motor and ESC, servos $150 ONO

Dewoitine 520, 1800mm wingspan, ASP
91FS, flaps, retracts, servos $250 ONO

Porterfield, 2000mm wingspan, OS 70FS,
servos $175 ONO
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P 47, 1780mm wingspan, Thunder Tiger 130FS, flaps, retracts
$250 ONO

P 40, 1650mm wingspan, no motor or
servos $50 ONO

Nieuport 28 built from ¼ scale Balsa USA
kit, 23cc petrol, servos
$600 ONO

Flying Aces Stick built from KMAC plan,
Royal .46, servos $100 ONO
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Stinson Sentinel ¼ scale built from Vailly
plan, 2540mm wingspan, 23cc petrol $400
ONO

Supra-fly with ST 75, well used, no
servos $50 ONO

Acro Sport, OS60, no servos, unfinished
$100 ONO

E Flite Corsair, much used, with new
fuselage $35 ONO
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Hots 40, OS40 FP, servos,
$50 ONO

SIG King Kobra, OS 60 and servos
$130 ONO

Bearcat, electric, hand launched
$45 ONO

Great Planes Mr Mulligan, electric, servos,
unflown $125 ONO
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Cavalier 60 vintage, OS 35, servos
$75 ONO

Also for sale:
E Flite electric retracts (mains) $200
Glow motors (all RC)
Super Tigre 50, not run
OS 60 Gold Head, rear carb
Saito FA 62
Super Tigre 2000
Saito FA 100 no needle valve
Super Tigre 45, rear exhaust
OS 50, showing age
OS 25 with 2 mufflers new never run
ASP 61, new in box
OS 21
ASP 30FS, new in box
OS 46 rear exhaust

25
50
100
40
125
50
25
40
100
25
100
75

For any further information, and all fair offers will be
considered.
*****Please phone***** Gordon Meads 021 1252911
__________________________________________________________
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__________________________________________________________
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Please would you advertise to your members that I
wish to sell a new assembled Dynam Cat for sale for
$360 ono. with a complete blister pack, spare cockpit
etc. Wingspan 1450mm. Quite a rare model in NZ.
Contact 094452481. regards, Peter Scott

__________________________________________________________
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Editors Ramble
Dave
This edition of the newsletter very nearly
didn’t happen. Like so many computers,
you get used to their idiosyncrasies like what buttons to press and where
to find everything, then everything comes readily to hand and you become
very comfortable. Man and machine etc.
However there comes a time when even the best computer screams that it
has had enough. Memory full, getting old and every press of a button
becomes oh so painful as it takes what seems like forever for it respond.
So it was off down the road and one new computer later. “Hang on, I can’t
find anything” . Also “it’s not doing what I want it to do”. Time to panic.
Why does bloody Bill Gates have to keep changing everything. Stupid
computers.
At this stage I’d like to thank my good mate and computer guru Brett
Robinson from Hawkes Bay who took the time to visit for a few days and
was able to transfer all my files from the old computer to the new one.
This saved my bacon literally so big thanks to you Brett for coming over
to help. This didn’t solve the “where is it now” crisis. It was there, just
had to find it so I also have to thank Dianne for coming to my rescue. It’s
been a huge learning curve but I got there.
As a result I hope you enjoy this edition of the newsletter.
Stupid computers!
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Coming Events 2022
What’s On, When and Where
September 2022
• LMANZ Large Model Rally – Taupo -CANCELLED
September 10 – September 11, 2022 @ Taupo MAC, Centenial Drive, Taupo.
Contact brodieana@hotmail.com
• Vintage Competition and Rally
September 10, 2022 9:00am – 4:00pm (Raindate 17th) @ Airsail MAC,
Pukekawa
• HMAC Club Night Meeting
September 14, 2022 7:30 pm - @ Beerescourt Bowling Club Club Rooms, 68A
Maeroa Road (behind the tennis pavilion)
• HMAC Club Day – Glider and Vintage Day
September 18, 2022 @ HMAC Reekers Field, 231 Collins Road, Hamilton

October2022
• RC Racing Pylon Series
October 1, 2022 - October 2, 2022 @ JR Airsail Airfield, 299 Native Rd,
Pukekawa
• HMAC Float Plane Day @Lake D (confirmed)
October 2, 2022 9:00am @ Lake Kainui (D), Lake Road, Horsham Downs
• NZ Soarchamps
October 6 – October 9 2022 @ Black Bridge, Hawkes Bay
• IMAC Scale Aerobatics Competition@ Galatea
October 7, 2022 - October 9, 2022 @ Galatea Airfield, Galatea
• Vintage Competition and Rally
October 8, 2022 9:00am – 4:00pm (Raindate 15th) @ Tuakau MAC, Anderson
Redoubt Road, Tuakau
• HMAC Club Night – Buy, Sell and Swap evening
October 12, 2022 7:30pm @ Beerescourt Bowling Club Club Rooms, 68A
Maeroa Road (behind the tennis pavilion)
• Waharoa Warbirds Fly-In
October 15, 2022 –October 16, 2022 @ Matamata-Piako MAC, Jaggers Road,
Waharoa (Matamata)
• MFHB 75th Anniversary Meeting
October 16, 2022 @ Awatoto Field, Hawkes Bay
• Southern Fling
October 29 – October 30, 2022 @ Black Bridge, Hawkes Bay
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Coming Soon…..2023

Please refer to the clubs website for any
cancellations or additions to programmed
events
Next Flight Lines October 2022
October Newsletter deadline – Wednesday 5 October 2022

For further up to date event info please visit:
http://www.hamiltonmac.org.nz/
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